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Triton Technical Selects EvertzAV NUCLEUS Pro-AV System for a 

Global Class Research Vessel 
 
Burlington, Canada – Oct. 19, 2023 – EvertzAV, (https://av.evertz.com), a global leader in providing professional A/V over 
IP solutions, is proud to announce that Triton Technical has selected its NUCLEUS A/V solution as the core A/V distribution 
system for Schmidt Ocean Institute’s new Global Class Research Vessel Falkor (too). 
 
“We evaluated many leading vendors in this space and selected the EvertzAV NUCLEUS system for its ease of use, quality 
and resilience” says David Denchik, CEO & Jason Suit, Co-Founder and Director of Engineering at Triton Technical. “We 
look forward to working with EvertzAV on this and future projects.”  
  
EvertzAV’s NUCLEUS is an AV over IP distribution, collaboration and control solution.  NUCLEUS is fully interoperable 
with standard consumer off the shelf (COTS) managed switches, securely delivering low latency pristine video quality over 
1G, 2.5G or 10G copper or fiber.  NUCLEUS operates on a simplified configuration framework allowing administrators the 
ability to set up a fully functional AV distribution network in minutes.  NUCLEUS offers a complete range of modular or 
standalone UXP AV gateways to distribute common AV signals over IP. 
 
“EvertzAV is proud to partner with Triton Technical for the Schmidt Ocean Institute R/V Falkor (too) project”, says Paulo 
Francisco, VP of Engineering at EvertzAV.  “We look forward to working with both teams on  the mission critical A/V 
distribution needs of this world class oceanographic research vessel and other projects in the future.” 
 
 
About EvertzAV 
EvertzAV (https://av.evertz.com) is a division of Evertz Microsystems (TSX:ET, https://www.evertz.com) exclusively focused on the 
professional AV marketplace and offering the most complete end-to-end solutions for AV distribution and visualization.  EvertzAV market 
leading MMA10G and Nucleus systems are designed and manufactured in Canada leveraging more than 25 years of R&D and Market 
experience in the A/V, Broadcast and Television industries.  EvertzAV, as division of Evertz, are members of SMPTE, AIMS, and VSF. 
 
About Triton Technical  
Triton Technical (https://tritontechnical.com) is a technology consulting, design, and engineering company, specializing in Maritime and 
Superyacht technology integration.  Triton Technical’s in-house team of professionals, located predominantly in Europe and the USA, 
complete full turn-key projects for clients anywhere in the world.  Founded in 2004 and headquartered in Seattle, WA, USA, Triton 
Technical provides true 24/7/365 remote support for their clients. 
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